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Forthcoming Papers 
Future issues will include the following papers 
ARASU, K. T., Abelian Projective Planes of Square Order 
BALL, K., Isometric Embedding in lp-spaces 
BANNAI, E. and HOGGAR, S. c., Tight t-Designs and Squarefree Integers 
BLACK, S. C. and LIST, R. J., A Note on Plethysm 
BLOKHUIS, A. and WILBRINK, H., Characterization Theorems for Zara Graphs 
CHARPIN, P., Definition et Caracterisation d'une Dimension Minimale pour les 
Codes Principaux Nilpotents d'une Algebre Modulaire de p-Groupe 
Abelian Elementaire 
DUCHAMP, A., Characterizations of Finitary and Co finitary Binary Matroids 
HANSSENS, G., Polarized Spaces of Polar Rank Three which are Locally a Direct 
Product 
JOHNSON, K. W. and SMITH, J. D. H., Characters of Finite Quasigroups III: 
Quotients and Fusion 
LINIAL, N. and TARSI, M., Interpolation Between Bases and the Shuffle 
Exchange Network 
MOSZKOWSKI, P., A Solution to a Problem of Di:nes: a Bijection Between Trees 
and Factorizations of Cyclic Permutations 
PRAEGER, C. E. and MING-Y AO XU, A Characterization of a Class of Symmetric 
Graphs of Twice Prime Valency 
